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ABSTRACT
EFFECT OF CONTEXTUAL SPEECH RATE ON SPEECH COMPREHENSION
By
David M. Weintraub
Joel S. Snyder, Ph.D., Advisory Committee Chair
Associate Professor of Psychology
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Despite an extensive history of study, the effects of phonetic context are only
known to affect small units of speech (e.g., formant transitions, function words). Critical
aspects of speech perception, however, occur at larger scales. The series of experiments
reported here investigated the effects of contextual speech rate on perception of a large
unit of speech, namely sentences. In particular, there was an effect of relative rate on
sentence comprehension – the rate of a sentence compared to the average rate of all other
sentences within the same conversation-length period of speech – such that relatively
slow sentences were better comprehended than relatively fast sentences (Experiment 1);
however, differences in perceptual learning between the relatively slow and the relatively
fast rates accounted for the effect of relative rate (Experiment 2). The results of these
studies, therefore, do not support an effect of contextual speech rate on sentence
comprehension. Finally, based on the results of a modified version of Experiment 1 in
which context sentences were replaced with non-speech sounds (i.e., 1-channel noise
vocoded speech), exposure to temporal information was not sufficient for generalization
of perceptual learning (Experiment 3). These experiments are a novel investigation into
both the effects of phonetic context on sentence comprehension, and the efficacy of nonspeech sounds on generalization of perceptual learning
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that temporal information in speech is critical for speech
perception. Our ability to comprehend noise-vocoded speech (Shannon, Zeng, Kamath,
Wygonski, & Ekelid, 1995), comprised of severely degraded spectral information and
preserved temporal information, is a compelling illustration of this point. In contrast,
time-compressed speech, comprised of preserved spectral information and severely
degraded temporal information, is difficult to comprehend (Dupoux & Green, 1997;
Ghitza & Greenberg, 2009).
Despite their importance, however, temporal cues often vary within and between
speakers in a way that precludes precise one-to-one mappings with their intended
phonological representations (Gay, 1978). Auditory and/or speech-related perceptual
systems overcome this temporal variability by adjusting to the distribution of temporal
information within their current context in order to process (and perceive) incoming
temporal information in a context-dependent manner (Repp, 1982). In this way, speech is
perceived relative to its surrounding context. For example, exposure to slow speech rates
causes subsequent temporal information to be perceived as relatively fast and, in contrast,
exposure to fast speech rates causes the same temporal information to be perceived as
relatively slow (Ainsworth, 1974; Summerfield, 1981). Such contrastive context effects
on perception are, in fact, a general phenomenon observed across all sensory modalities
(Treisman & Williams, 1984; Warren, 1985). Consider the rate of an initial formant
transition that distinguishes between [wa] and [ba] – such that syllables with faster initial
formant transitions are more likely to be perceived as [ba]. Syllables with an ambiguous-
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rate initial formant transition, such that they are just as likely to be perceived as [wa] or
[ba] when heard in isolation, are more likely to be perceived as [ba] when they are
embedded within slow speech and non-speech contexts (Miller & Liberman, 1979;
Pisoni, Carrell, & Gans, 1983; Wade & Holt, 2005). Here, exposure to slow contexts
increase the perceived rate of the ambiguous initial formant transition and, consequently,
increase the likelihood syllables are perceived as [ba]. Similar effects of contextual
speech rate on the perception of temporal information in speech are abundant and are
shown to influence perception of cues such as voice onset time (Sawusch & Newman,
2000; Summerfield, 1981), vowel duration (Ainsworth, 1974), and gemination (Pickett &
Decker, 1960). These effects are not isolated to the perception of such small units of
speech, but also influence the perception of larger units of speech. Function words (e.g.,
are, or), for example, are less likely to be heard when they are preceded by slow speech
contexts (Baese-Berk et al., 2014; Dilley & Pitt, 2010). For example, during the phrase
“Deena doesn’t have any leisure or time”, listeners are less likely to report hearing the
word or when the rest of the sentence is spoken at a slow rate, compared to when the
same or is embedded within the same sentence spoken at a fast rate. Here, exposure to
slow contexts decrease the perceived duration of the segment containing the word or (i.e.,
“-sure or t-”). Consequently, shorter perceived durations of the segment “-sure or t-”
decrease the likelihood the segment contains an additional syllable corresponding to or.
Similar effects occur when rhythm, as opposed to rate, suggest the presence of an
additional syllable (Morrill, Dilley, McAuley, & Pitt, 2014).
The effects of contextual speech rate occur on multiple timescales. The effects
described above were studied at short timescales such that the affected speech was
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influenced by the rate of speech and non-speech that was either immediately adjacent or
within the same sequence. At long timescales, in contrast, the perception of function
words is also sensitive to the average rate of a conversation-length period of speech
(Baese-Berk et al., 2014). In particular, as reviewed above, slow sentences decrease the
likelihood a function word is heard; however, the size of this effect also depends on the
relative rate of the sentence – rate of the sentence compared to the average rate of all
other sentences within the same block of speech. The effect of relative rate does not
influence perception of function words immediately and, instead, requires several
minutes of exposure.
A compelling theory, which has recently developed much interest, argues that
speech comprehension relies on entrainment of neural activity within auditory cortex to
low-frequency amplitude changes in speech, a cue for rate (Ding & Simon, 2014; Giraud
& Poeppel, 2012; Peelle & Davis, 2012; Schroeder, Lakatos, Kajikawa, Partan, & Puce,
2008). In particular, high-excitability peaks of neural activity entrain to high-amplitude
portions of encoded speech, and entrainment to earlier parts of speech persists into
subsequent parts (Lakatos et al., 2013; Peelle & Davis, 2012; Schroeder et al., 2008).
Neural entrainment may explain the effects of contextual speech rate. Consider the
example phrase, “Deena doesn’t have any leisure or time”, in which the context (i.e.,
“Deena doesn’t have any lei…”) is spoken at a slow rate and the target (i.e., “…sure or
ti…”) is spoken at a relatively fast rate. Neural activity entrains at a correspondingly slow
rate during the context, and continues at a slow rate during the relatively fast target. The
result is fewer high-amplitude peaks of neural activity during the target, compared to if
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the context is spoken at faster rates, which decreases the likelihood listeners hear the
word or (Baese-Berk et al., 2014; Dilley & Pitt, 2010).
Effects of phonetic context on speech perception are not limited to speech rate.
Spectral context, in particular, is well known to influence speech perception. Consider the
frequency of a second formant (f2; i.e., second amplitude peak in a speech spectrum) that
distinguishes between [u] and [e] – such that vowels with higher f2 frequencies are more
likely to be heard as [e]. Vowels with an ambiguous f2 frequency, such that they are just
as likely to be perceived as [u] or [e] when heard in isolation, are more likely to be
perceived as [e] when they are embedded within low-frequency speech and non-speech
contexts (Holt, Lotto, & Kluender, 2000; Lindblom & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967). Here,
adaptation to low-frequency contexts increased the likelihood that neural populations
selective for high frequencies encoded ambiguous f2 frequencies (Holt, 2005; Huang &
Holt, 2012; Sjerps, Mitterer, & McQueen, 2011). Consequently, ambiguous f2 frequencies
were more likely to be perceived as relatively high, and vowels they were contained
within were more likely to be perceived as [e]. As with contextual speech rate, similar
effects of spectral context on speech perception are abundant and are shown to influence
perception of cues such as place of articulation (Lotto & Kluender, 1998; Mann & Repp,
1981) and formant structure (Huang & Holt, 2012; Ladefoged & Broadbent, 1957). A
central theoretical interest of these studies has been whether or not general-auditory
processing, as opposed to speech-specific processing, governs the effects of phonetic
context. In favor of a general-auditory processing account, non-speech contexts (e.g.,
simple sine-wave tones) are sufficient to influence perception of speech targets [see
(Holt, 2005; Huang & Holt, 2012; Sjerps et al., 2011) for a more detailed discussion].
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Despite an extensive history of study, the effects of phonetic context have only
been shown to affect small units of speech (e.g., formant transitions, function words).
Critical aspects of speech perception, however, occur at larger scales. Sentence
comprehension, for example, is an important aspect of speech perception and
communication. It is, therefore, imperative to understand how it is affected by context.
The current experiments tested whether the effects of phonetic context, contextual speech
rate in particular, generalized to a larger unit of speech, namely sentences. In particular,
Experiments 1 and 2 tested whether sentence comprehension was sensitive to relative rate
– sentence rate compared to the average rate of all other sentences within the same block
– at long timescales. Experiment 3 tested whether temporal information of non-speech
context sounds was sufficient to modify sentence comprehension, which may infer some
of the underlying neural processes.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment 1 tested the hypothesis that sentences spoken at relatively slow rates
are better comprehended than sentences spoken at relatively fast rates. Sentences were
presented in two blocks of trials, which differed in their average rate. In short, the
average rate of sentences in the fast context block was faster than the average rate of
sentences in the slow context block. Both blocks included sentences spoken at the same
intermediate rate, which was relatively slower than the average rate of sentences in the
fast context block; in contrast, the same intermediate rate was relatively faster than the
average rate of sentences in the slow context block. Based on a contrastive effect account,
during the fast context block, adaptation to fast rates was expected to cause the
intermediate rate to be perceived as relatively slow, which would manifest as better
comprehension. In contrast, during the slow context block, adaptation to slow rates was
expected to cause the same intermediate rate to be perceived as relatively fast, which
would manifest as poorer comprehension. Finally, based on the results of a previous
study (Baese-Berk et al., 2014), an effect of relative rate may not occur immediately,
instead emerging after several minutes of speech exposure.
Methods
Participants
Forty undergraduates (25 females, mean age = 22.20 years, age range = 18 - 39
years), with reported normal hearing, from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Psychology subject pool participated after giving written informed consent according to
the guidelines of the University’s Office for the Protection of Research Subjects.
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Participants were excluded from participation if they began learning English after the age
of 10 years.
Stimuli and Procedures
Figure 1 displays the basic stimulus design. Speech stimuli included 150
meaningful sentences, taken from the DARPA TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic Continuous
Speech Corpus (Garofolo et al., 1993), recorded by an English female speaker (digitized
at 22050 Hz, 16 bit resolution). The final word of each sentence was spliced out at zero
crossings, where there was no energy in the waveform. Sentences, without final words,
ranged in length from 1152 to 2548 ms (M = 1950.32 ms; SD = 240.04 ms) and included
4 to 10 words (M = 6.79; SD = 1.08). The intensities of all sentences were normalized to
the same root-mean-square value using the Scale Intensity function in Praat (Boersma &
Weenink, 2014). Stimuli were presented using a custom interface written in Presentation
(Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA), generated using an SB X-Fi sound card
(Creative Technology, Ltd.), and delivered via Sennheiser HD 280 headphones at around
70 dB SPL (Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, Old Lyme, CT). Behavioral responses
were recorded by Presentation, and stored for off-line analysis.
The rates of spoken sentences were modified using the Pitch-Synchronous
Overlap and Add (PSOLA) function in Praat (Moulines & Charpentier, 1990). In short,
the PSOLA function compressed (or expanded) sentences to a percentage of their original
duration, such that smaller percentages corresponded to faster rates. Sentences were
presented in two blocks of trials, which differed in their average rate. The durations of
sentences in the fast context block were modified to 25%, 30%, or 35% of their original
durations. The durations of sentences in the slow context block were modified to 35%,
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90%, or 110% of their original durations. Both blocks included sentences compressed to
35%. Importantly, in the fast context block, 35% was slower than the average rate (i.e.,
30%); however, in the slow context block, 35% was faster than the average rate (i.e.,
78%).
A computer monitor, with a light grey background, placed directly in front of
participants remained blank during the speech stimuli. At the end of each spoken
sentence, a printed word appeared on the center of the computer monitor for 1 s. For half
the trials, the printed word was the original ending to the spoken sentence. For the
remaining trials, the printed word was not the original ending (i.e., a randomly selected
word). At the end of each trial, participants responded whether the printed word was the
original ending to the spoken sentence, was not the original ending, or if they did not
know using the ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’ buttons on the computer keypad, respectively. The intertrial interval (i.e., the silent duration between the offset and onset of adjacent sentences)
was 2 s.
The study was conducted in a quiet room. As mentioned above, trials were
presented in two blocks, which differed in their average rate. Within a block, each speech
rate (i.e., 25%, 30%, 35% and 35%, 90%, 110%) was presented 25 times. Speech rate and
whether or not the printed word was the original ending to the spoken sentence were
randomized. No sentence and printed word was repeated and, therefore, each trial was
unique. For half the participants, the fast context was presented before the slow context
block. For the remaining participants, the slow context was presented before the fast
context. Furthermore, for half the participants within a given presentation order, the list
of sentences compressed to 35% in the fast context block was the same list of sentences
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compressed to 35% in the slow context block for the remaining participants. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of four presentation types. Prior to the start of the
experiment, participants were given 5 practice trials of unmodified sentences and,
subsequently, 6 practice trials of sentences modified from 40% to 130% of their original
duration presented in random order.
Data Analysis
Speech comprehension was measured as performance on the task in which
participants judged whether the printed word was or was not the original ending to the
spoken sentence. Trials in which participants correctly identified whether the printed
word was the original or was not the original ending were considered correct. Incorrectly
identified trials and trials in which participants responded “I don’t know” were
considered incorrect. In order to examine an effect of speech rate on comprehension,
correct performance was averaged for each rate, with the 35% rate from the fast and slow
context blocks collapsed together, and for each participant separately. These averages
were entered into a 1-factor (speech rate: 25%, 30%, 35%, 90%, 110%) repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (ANOVA). In order to examine an effect of relative rate on
comprehension and whether the size of the effect increased over time, correct
performance at the 35% rate was averaged across trials within the early (i.e., first 30
trials) and late (i.e., last 30 trials) phases of each block separately. These averages were
entered into a 2 (relative rate: slow, fast) x 2 (block phase: early, late) repeated-measures
ANOVA. As part of a planned comparison, correct performance at the 35% rate was
entered into a paired-sample t-test, for early- and late-phase trials separately, to test
whether average performance differed depending on relative rate. In order to examine an
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effect of block phase on the remaining speech rates, correct performance at each nontarget speech rate (i.e., 25%, 30%, 90%, and 110%) was averaged across trials within the
early (i.e., first 30 trials) and late (i.e., last 30 trials) phases of each block separately.
These averages were entered into a 4 (speech rate: 25%, 30%, 90%, 110%) x 2 (block
phase: early, late) repeated-measures ANOVA. For all ANOVAs, presentation type was
entered as a between-subjects factor to ensure presentation order and/or sentence list
wasn’t driving any main effects or interactions. P-values less than .05 were considered
statistically significant, and when appropriate Greenhouse-Geisser corrected p-values
were reported.
Results and Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 are plotted in Figure 2. Sentence comprehension,
measured as performance on the comprehension task, was better at slower speech rates.
More importantly, comprehension at the 35% rate was better during the fast context block
(i.e., when it was relatively slower than the average rate) than during the slow context
block (i.e., when it was relatively faster than the average rate).
Effect of Speech Rate. There was a significant main effect of speech rate on
comprehension, F(4,144) = 235.91, p < .001, ηp2 = .87, such that comprehension was
better at slower rates, and this effect did not differ between the presentation type groups,
F(12,144) = 1.63, p = .15, ηp2 = .12. The size of the effect was robust such that average
proportion correct on the comprehension task jumped from .26 at the 25% rate to .89 at
the 110% rate.
Effect of Relative Rate. The main effect of relative rate on comprehension was not
significant, F(1,36) = 1.93, p = .17, ηp2 = .05; there was, however, a significant
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interaction between relative rate and block phase, F(1,36) = 5.23, p < .05, ηp2 = .13,
which did not differ between the presentation type groups, F(3,36) = .56, p = .64, ηp2 =
.169, such that comprehension at the relatively slow 35% rate (i.e., during the fast context
block) was better than comprehension at the relatively fast 35% rate (i.e., during the slow
context block), and this difference did not emerge until comparing trials from the late
block phases. Consistent with this interpretation, within the late block phases,
comprehension at the relatively slow 35% rate was significantly better than
comprehension at the relatively fast 35% rate, t(39) = 3.20, p < .01 (Figure 2, red); in
contrast, within the early block phases, this difference was negligible, t(39) = -.43, p =
.67 (Figure 2, blue). The difference in relative rate was primarily caused by the relatively
slow 35% rate, such that average proportion correct increased from .52 at the early block
phase to .63 at the late block phase.
Effect of Block Phase. As suggested above, there was a significant main effect of
block phase on the target speech rates (i.e., relatively slow 35%, relatively fast 35%), F(1,
36) = 4.72, p < .05, ηp2 = .12, which was driven by the significant relative rate x block
phase interaction reported above, and did not differ between the presentation type groups,
F(3,36) = .66, p = .58, ηp2 = .05. The main effect of block phase on all remaining nontarget speech rates (i.e., 25%, 30%, 90%, and 110%) was not significant, F(1,36) = .01, p
= .78, ηp2 = .00, and neither was the interaction between block phase and speech rate,
F(3, 108) = .98, p = .40, ηp2 = .03, such that comprehension was similar between the
early and late block phases. These results suggest that only for the relatively slow 35%
rate was comprehension significantly better during the late block phases than during the
early block phases.
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Summary. These results provide the first preliminary evidence that sentence
comprehension, a large unit of speech, is sensitive to relative rate – sentence rate
compared to the average rate of all other sentences within the same block – at long
timescales.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiment 1, sentence comprehension was sensitive to relative rate. An
important distinction, however, is whether a contrastive effect or perceptual learning
drove the effect. Based on a contrastive effect account, during the fast context block,
adaptation to fast rates caused perception at the 35% rate to be relatively slow, which
manifested as better comprehension. In contrast, during the slow context block,
adaptation to slow rates caused perception at the 35% rate to be relatively fast, which
manifested as poorer comprehension. Critical to this account is the relative slowness (or
fastness) of the 35% rate during the fast context (or slow context).
The results of Experiment 1, however, may be explained by a perceptual learning
account. Perceptual learning is a stimulus-specific improvement of perception following
repeated exposure (Banai & Amitay, 2012). Exposure to sentences at a 38% rate, for
example, improves comprehension of subsequent sentences spoken at similar rates
(Dupoux & Green, 1997). Importantly, perceptual learning of impoverished speech is
more likely to generalize to phonetically similar speech (Borrie, McAuliffe, & Liss,
2012; Dupoux & Green, 1997). It is of note, then, that in Experiment 1 the 35% rate was
more similar to average rate of sentences in the fast context block. Assume that, within
each block, perceptual learning occurred at the average rate of sentences (i.e., fast
context: 30%; slow context: 78%) and was more likely to generalize to similar rates
(Figure 3). Perceptual learning was more likely to generalize to the 35% rate in the fast
context block, compared to the same rate in the slow context block, because this rate was
more similar to the average rate of sentences in the fast context (difference marked with
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arrowheads). This account disregards the relative slowness of the 35% rate during the fast
context as contributing to its comprehension, and suggests instead the similarity of the
35% rate to the average rate of sentences in the fast context as the main contributing
factor to its improved comprehension.
In Experiment 2, the 35% rate was as similar to the average rate during the fast
context as it was to the average rate during the slow context; however, the 35% remained
relatively slow during the fast context block. In this case, generalization of perceptual
learning from non-target rates to target rates should be matched between blocks. Based
on a perceptual learning account, therefore, comprehension at the 35% rate should be
similar during the fast context and the slow context blocks. In contrast, based on a
contrastive effect account, comprehension at the 35% rate should be better during the fast
context block (i.e., when it was relatively slower than the average rate) than during the
slow context block (i.e., when it was relatively faster than the average rate).
Methods
Participants
Forty undergraduates (33 females, mean age = 20.70 years, age range = 18 - 33
years), with reported normal hearing, from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Psychology subject pool participated after giving written informed consent according to
the guidelines of the University’s Office for the Protection of Research Subjects.
Participants were excluded from participation if they began learning English after the age
of 10 years.
Stimuli and Procedures
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Similar to Experiment 1, the durations of sentences in the fast context block were
modified to 25%, 30%, or 35% of their original durations; however, unlike Experiment 1,
the durations of sentences in the slow context block were modified to 35%, 40%, or 45%
of their original durations. Critically, in both blocks, the difference between the average
rate of sentences (i.e., fast context: 30%; slow context: 40%) and the 35% rate was 5%. In
a pilot study (n = 15), using the same procedures as Experiment 1 (Figure 1), speech
comprehension was measured for sentences compressed to 30%, 35%, and 40%. The
average difference in proportion correct between the 30% and the 35% rate was .24 and,
similarly, the average difference between the 35% and the 40% rate was .25 (Figure 4).
Therefore, the difference between the average rate of sentences and the 35% rate, as
measured both phonetically and perceptually, was matched between the slow and the fast
context blocks. All other aspects of the stimuli and procedures were similar to
Experiment 1.
Data Analysis
All aspects of the data analysis were similar to Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 are plotted in Figure 5. Sentence comprehension was
better at slower speech rates. Importantly, however, comprehension at the 35% rate was
similar during the fast context block (i.e., when it was relatively slower than the average
rate) and the slow context block (i.e., when it was relatively faster than the average rate).
Effect of Speech Rate. There was a main effect of speech rate on comprehension,
F(4,144) = 201.93, p < .001, ηp2 = .85, such that comprehension was better at slower
rates. The size of the effect was robust such that average proportion correct on the
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comprehension task jumped from .32 at the 25% rate to .82 at the 45% rate. The effect
differed between the presentation type groups, F(12,144) = 3.25, p < .01, ηp2 = .21;
however, the effect was linear and qualitatively similar across all groups.
Effect of Relative Rate. The main effect of relative rate on comprehension was not
significant, F(1,36) = .37, p = .55, ηp2 = .01, and neither was the interaction between
relative rate and block phase, F(1,36) = .07, p = .80, ηp2 = .002. That is, comprehension
at the relatively slow 35% rate was not significantly better than comprehension at the
relatively fast 35% rate in either the early, t(39) = -.17, p = .87, or late block phases, t(39)
= -.62, p = .54.
Effect of Block Phase. There was a significant main effect of block phase on the
target speech rates (i.e., relatively slow 35%, relatively fast 35%), F(1, 36) = 4.72, p <
.05, ηp2 = .12, which did not differ between the presentation type groups, F(3,36) = .25, p
=.86, ηp2 = .02, such that comprehension improved from the early to the late block
phases. There was a similar main effect of block phase on all remaining non-target
speech rates (i.e., 25%, 30%, 40%, and 45%), F(1,36) = 10.08, p < .01 , ηp2 = .22, which
did not interact with the main effect of speech rate, F(3, 108) = .33, p = .81, ηp2 = .01, nor
did it differ between the presentation type groups, F(3,36) = .77, p = .52, ηp2 = .22. These
results suggest that comprehension improved from the early to the late block phases, and
this effect was similar for all speech rates.
In Experiment 1, any comprehension improvement from the early to the late block
phases was largely exclusive to the relatively slow 35% rate. In Experiment 2, however,
comprehension of all speech rates improved across block phases. This discrepancy may
have been caused by stimulus differences between the experiments. Experiment 2,
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compared to Experiment 1, tested speech rates that were more similar to each other, and
all of which were faster than usual (i.e., below 50% compression rate). Exposure to the
first block of trials may have facilitated an effect of block phase on all speech rates in a
second block of trials 1) when both blocks of trials shared more similar rates and/or 2)
when all rates in the first or second block were faster than usual. Indeed, in Experiment 2,
differences in comprehension between the early and the late block phases were
qualitatively larger in the second block of trials (M = .07) than the first block of trials (M
= .02), when collapsed across speech rates within each block.
Summary. In Experiment 2, the difference between the average rate of sentences
and the 35% rate, as measured both phonetically and perceptually, was matched between
the slow- and fast-context blocks. Importantly, in this case, a perceptual learning account
uniquely predicts a null effect of relative rate – as opposed to a contrastive effect account,
which predicts better comprehension at relatively slow rates. Furthermore, perceptual
learning implies that comprehension should improve across block phases. The results of
Experiment 2 are consistent with a perceptual learning account, such that there was a null
effect of relative rate and significant improvement across block phases. These results
support the interpretation that perceptual learning accounts for the effect of relative rate
observed in Experiment 1.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT 3
Despite the absence of a contrastive effect of relative rate, the paradigm used in
Experiment 1 is, nonetheless, useful to study generalization of perceptual learning.
Perceptual learning at an average rate was more likely to generalize to a similar target
rate (i.e., relatively slow rate), compared to a less-similar target rate (i.e., relatively fast
rate). The difference in comprehension between the two target rates provides a measure
of generalization of perceptual learning, and this measure may be used in testing which
features of the non-target speech were critical for generalization to occur. Experiment 3
adopted this logic, and tested whether exposure to temporal information at non-target
rates was sufficient for generalization of perceptual learning to a similar target rate. To
this end, Experiment 3 tested a modified version of Experiment 1 in which non-target
speech were replaced with non-speech sounds (i.e., 1-channel noise vocoded speech),
which nonetheless conveyed the same rate information as the speech stimuli used in
Experiment 1.
Experiment 3, by extension, tested whether general-auditory processing or
speech-specific processing govern generalization of perceptual learning. For clarification,
general-auditory processing refer to neural processes within auditory brain regions that
respond to several classes of sound; speech-specific processing refer to neural processes
within brain regions that respond selectively to speech sounds (Chan et al., 2014;
Mesgarani, Cheung, Johnson, & Chang, 2014). Importantly, a speech-specific processing
account uniquely predicts a lack of generalization of perceptual learning from non-speech
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non-target sounds to target speech – as opposed to a general-auditory processing account
which predicts preservation of generalization of perceptual learning.
Evidence from previous studies at least partially favors a general-auditory
processing account. Perceptual learning of time-compressed speech generalizes from
incomprehensible speech (i.e., speech in a foreign language) to comprehensible speech
(i.e., speech in a native language) (Mehler et al., 1993; Pallier, Sebastian-Galles, Dupoux,
Christophe, & Mehler, 1998; Sebastian-Galles, Dupoux, Costa, & Mehler, 2000). Lexical
access and/or speech comprehension, therefore, does not appear to be necessary for
generalization of perceptual learning; however, rhythmic information appears to be
important. In particular, perceptual learning of time-compressed speech in a native
language benefits from exposure to incomprehensible time-compressed speech in a
foreign language, but only when the foreign language falls under a similar rhythmic class
as the native language. For example, for monolingual Spanish speakers, exposure to timecompressed Catalan speech facilitates subsequent perceptual learning of time-compressed
Spanish speech, because both are syllable-timed languages. In contrast, for monolingual
English speakers, exposure to time-compressed French speech, another syllable-timed
language, does not facilitate perceptual learning of time-compressed English speech, a
stressed-timed language. In these studies, speech sounds constituted the
incomprehensible non-native speech, which may have recruited speech-specific
processes. It remains unclear, then, whether exposure to temporal information (i.e., rate
and rhythm) using non-speech sounds – which presumably do not recruit speech-specific
processes – is sufficient for generalization of perceptual learning.
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Consider the possibility that the effect of relative rate, as observed in Experiment
1, actually reflects a contrastive effect. Evidence again favors a general-auditory
processing account. In particular, the rate of non-speech sounds (e.g., pure tones)
influences the perceptual categorization of ambiguous syllables (Pisoni et al., 1983;
Wade & Holt, 2005); however, it remains unclear whether similar general-auditory
processes governed the effect of relative rate on sentence comprehension. Indeed, Repp
(1982) theorized that speech-specific processes govern phonetic context effects. Based on
this account, non-speech sounds are not sufficient to facilitate the effect of relative rate
on sentence comprehension, because they presumably do not recruit speech-specific
processes.
Methods
Participants
Forty undergraduates (31 females, mean age = 21.33 years, age range = 18 - 38
years), with reported normal hearing, from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Psychology subject pool participated after giving written informed consent according to
the guidelines of the University’s Office for the Protection of Research Subjects.
Participants were excluded from participation if they began learning English after the age
of 10 years.
Stimuli and Procedures
The stimuli and procedures of Experiment 3 were similar to Experiment 1 with
the following exceptions. As in Experiment 1, the durations of sentences in the fast
context block were modified to 25%, 30%, or 35% of their original durations. The
durations of sentences in the slow context block were modified to 35%, 90%, or 110% of
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their original durations. 35%-compressed sentences were presented as is; however, the
remaining sentences (i.e., fast context: 25%, 30%; slow context: 90%, 110%) were noise
vocoded into 1 spectral channel (Shannon et al., 1995). Noise vocoding was performed
using a custom written script in Praat. In short, the amplitude envelope of each sentence
was extracted and used to amplitude modulate white noise. Noise vocoding preserved
much of the same temporal information present in the original sentences, including
information pertaining to speech rate (Figure 6); however, none of the meaningful
spectral information was preserved. Consequently, 1-channel noise-vocoded sentences
were unintelligible and did not sound like speech. The same sentence comprehension
task, as used in Experiments 1 and 2, was used in Experiment 3, including during noisevocoded trials. The purpose of using the same comprehension task was to keep
Experiment 3 as similar as possible to Experiment 1, for comparison purposes. It is worth
mentioning that, in previous studies, performing a comprehension task on timecompressed incomprehensible speech (e.g., speech in a foreign language) did not disrupt
generalization of perceptual learning to time-compressed comprehensible speech (e.g.,
speech in a native language) (Pallier et al., 1998; Sebastian-Galles et al., 2000).
Therefore, able performance on a comprehension task with non-target speech does not
appear to be necessary for generalization of perceptual learning to time-compressed
target speech.
Data Analysis
All aspects of the data analysis were similar to Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
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The results of Experiment 3 are plotted in Figure 7. As expected, sentence
comprehension of noise-vocoded context sentences was poor, and comprehension of
target sentences remained high. Importantly, however, comprehension at the 35% rate
was similar during the fast context block (i.e., when it was more similar to the average
rate) and the slow context block (i.e., when it was less similar to the average rate).
Effect of Speech Rate. There was a main effect of speech rate on comprehension,
F(4,144) = 376.77, p < .001, ηp2 = .91; however, this effect was likely caused by the large
difference between the 35% rate and the remaining noise-vocoded sentences. Indeed,
after removing the 35% rate from the analysis, the main effect of speech rate was not
significant, F(3,108) = .69, p = .56, ηp2 = .02. These results were expected given that the
noise-vocoded sentences were incomprehensible and, therefore, comprehension was
expected to be poor regardless of speech rate. The effect of speech rate did not differ
between the presentation type groups when the 35% rate was included in the analysis,
F(12,144) = .28, p = .88, ηp2 = .02, and when it was not included in the analysis, F(9,108)
= .144, p = .21, ηp2 = .11.
Generalization of Perceptual Learning. In the current analysis, generalization of
perceptual learning was measured as a difference in comprehension between target
speech rates (i.e., relatively slow 35%, relatively fast 35%). Comprehension was similar
between target speech rates, F(1,36) = .49, p = .49, ηp2 = .01, regardless of whether
comparing trials within the early or late block phases, F(1,36) = .80, p = .38, ηp2 = .02.
That is, comprehension at the relatively slow 35% rate was not significantly better than
comprehension at the relatively fast 35% rate in either the early, t(39) = -.64, p = .53, or
late block phases, t(39) = .05, p = .96.
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In Experiment 1, average proportion correct at the 35% rate was .56. In
Experiment 3, however, average proportion correct at the same rate was much higher at
.69. It remains unclear why this difference occurred. Nonetheless, a few possible
explanations are provided below – in addition to the possibility that participants in
Experiment 3 were simply better at comprehending sentences at the 35% rate. It may be
that, in Experiment 3, participants exerted less cognitive effort (i.e., attention, decisionmaking processes) during noise vocoded sentences, which caused participants to have
more available cognitive resources during target sentences. Alternatively, participants
may have actually exerted more cognitive effort during noise vocoded sentences, given
they were more difficult to comprehend, which carried over to target sentences. Both
interpretations suggest that more cognitive effort was exerted to target sentences, which
would presumably facilitate their comprehension. Finally, it is interesting to consider that
the clarity of target sentences “popped out” from degraded noise-vocoded sentences.
Hearing low-quality noise-vocoded sentences may have caused subsequent target
sentences to be perceived as more salient and/or clear. These interpretations remain
speculation, and the available data are not sufficient to test them.
Effect of Block Phase. There was a significant main effect of block phase on
target speech rates, F(1,36) = 7.97, p < .01, ηp2 = .18, which did not differ between the
presentation type groups, F(3,36) = .25, p =.86, ηp2 = .02, such that comprehension
improved from the early to the late block phases. The main effect of block phase on all
remaining non-target speech rates (i.e., 25%, 30%, 90%, and 110%) was not significant,
F(1,36) = 2.64, p = .11, ηp2 = .07, and neither was the interaction between block phase
and speech rate, F(3, 108) = 1.10, p = .34, ηp2 = .03, such that comprehension was similar
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between trials within the early and late block phases. Again, the latter results were
expected given that the noise-vocoded sentences were incomprehensible and, therefore,
comprehension was expected to be poor regardless of block phase. These results suggest
that comprehension improved from the early to the late block phases, and this effect was
similar for the relatively slow and relatively fast 35% rates.
Summary. In Experiment 3, sentences at target speech rates (i.e., relatively slow
35%, relatively fast 35%) were presented as is, and sentences at the remaining non-target
rates were noise vocoded into 1-channel. Consequently, noise-vocoded sentences were
unintelligible, but contained much of the same temporal information present in the
original sentences. The results of Experiment 3 reveal that exposure to temporal
information at non-target rates was not sufficient for generalization of perceptual
learning, measured as a difference in comprehension between target rates. These results,
by extension, support a speech-specific processing account of generalization of
perceptual learning, to the extent that comprehension was similar between target speech
rates – as opposed to a general-auditory processing account, which predicts better
comprehension at relatively slow target rates.
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CHAPTER 5
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Despite an extensive history of study, the effects of phonetic context are only
known to affect small units of speech, such as formant transitions (Miller & Liberman,
1979; Pisoni et al., 1983; Wade & Holt, 2005) and function words (Baese-Berk et al.,
2014; Dilley & Pitt, 2010). Critical aspects of speech perception, however, occur at larger
scales. The series of experiments reported here investigated the effects of contextual
speech rate on the perception of a large unit of speech, namely sentences. The
experiments, in particular, tested whether sentence comprehension was sensitive to
relative rate (Experiment 1) – the rate of a sentence compared to the average rate of all
other sentences within the same conversation-length period of speech, whether the effect
of relative rate can be explained by a perceptual learning account (Experiment 2), and
whether exposure to temporal information was sufficient for generalization of perceptual
learning (Experiment 3).
These experiments were particularly designed to test a contrastive effect of
relative rate. Based on this account, over the course of a conversation length-period of
speech, listeners were expected to adapt to the average speech rate. Adaptation to fast
speech rates was expected to cause perception of intermediate rates to be relatively slow,
which would manifest as better comprehension.
Relative Rate: Limited to Small Units and/or Perceptual Categorization?
The results reported here do not support a contrastive effect of relative rate on
sentence comprehension. In Experiment 1, comprehension at relatively slow rates was
better than comprehension at relatively fast rates, which at first seems consistent with a
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contrastive effect account. The results of Experiment 2, however, favor a perceptual
learning account of the effect of relative rate. This account assumes that, within each
block, perceptual learning occurred at the average speech rate and was more likely to
generalize to similar speech rates (Borrie et al., 2012; Dupoux & Green, 1997).
Importantly, in Experiment 1, the relatively slow rate was more similar to the average
speech rate during the fast context block, compared to how similar the relatively fast rate
was to the average speech rate during the slow context block. Consequently, perceptual
learning was more likely to generalize to the relatively slow rate than the relatively fast
rate, which may have caused the difference in comprehension between them. Indeed,
after minimizing expected differences in perceptual learning, as in Experiment 2, the
effect of relative rate was insignificant.
Note that the difference in rate between the fast-context average rate and the
slow-context average rate was smaller in Experiment 2, compared to Experiment 1. In
particular, whereas the difference in average rate between the fast and the slow context
blocks was 10% in Experiment 2, the difference was 48% in Experiment 1. A contrastive
effect of relative rate presumably requires that the difference in average rate between
contexts be sufficiently large. If so, in Experiment 2, the difference in average rate
between contexts may have been too small to facilitate an effect of relative rate. In
contrast, in Experiment 1, the difference in average speech between contexts may have
been sufficiently large to facilitate an effect of relative rate. This heeds warning against a
perceptual learning account, because a contrastive effect of relative rate may have
occurred in Experiment 2 had there been a larger difference in average speech rate
between contexts.
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The effects of contextual speech rate, including relative rate, may be limited to
perception of small units of speech. This conclusion is somewhat unexpected, given that
an effect of relative rate persists for long durations across a conversation-length period of
speech (Baese-Berk et al., 2014). Similarly, in the non-speech domain, the perceived rate
of a short tone sequence is sensitive to its relative rate – the rate of a tone sequence
compared to the average rate of all other tone sequences within the same block of trials,
and the size of this effect increases across extended durations (Jones & McAuley, 2005;
McAuley & Miller, 2007). Taken together, effects of relative rate, in both the speech and
non-speech domains, persist for long durations; however, at least in the speech domain,
the perceptual units affected by relative rate may only occur over short durations.
Alternatively, the effects of contextual speech rate may influence categorization
of lexically ambiguous speech, but do less to improve comprehension of degraded
speech. Indeed, it has already been argued that the effects of contextual speech rate,
including those reviewed in the Introduction, should be conceptualized as influencing
perceptual categorization of speech (Holt & Lotto, 2010). Contextual speech rate may,
for example, increase the likelihood an ambiguous syllable is categorized as [ba],
opposed to [wa] (Miller & Liberman, 1979; Pisoni et al., 1983; Wade & Holt, 2005), or it
may increase the likelihood an ambiguous phrase is categorized as “…leisure or time…”,
opposed to “…leisure time…” (Baese-Berk et al., 2014; Dilley & Pitt, 2010). It remains
less clear, however, whether contextual speech rate influences comprehension of
degraded speech, or whether an effect of contextual speech rate on perceptual
categorization would improve comprehension of degraded speech. If we assume, for
example, that the processes that mediate perceptual categorization are distinct from those
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that mediate comprehension, then an effect of contextual speech rate on perceptual
categorization would not necessarily cause a change in comprehension as well.
It is possible that, despite achieving similar levels of performance on the
comprehension task, participant’s subjective experience at relatively fast rates may have
been less intelligible, compared to subjective experience at relatively slow rates.
Importantly, performance on the comprehension task may not be suited to capture
subjective experience of speech intelligibility. A more suited method may be to directly
measure participant’s subjective impression of the intelligibility to speech stimuli.
Alternatively, a measure of recognition memory for speech may reveal performance
differences between the relatively slow and the relatively fast rates, given that recognition
memory is better for intelligible speech than less-intelligible speech (Van Engen,
Chandrasekaran, & Smiljanic, 2012). In addition, participants may have exerted more
cognitive effort during trials spoken at relatively fast rates, compared to trials spoken at
relatively slow rates. Pupil diameter is a well-known correlate of cognitive effort, and is
known to vary as a function of sentence processing difficulty (Just & Carpenter, 1993).
Pupillary responses may reveal differences in the level of cognitive effort participants
exerted in order to comprehend speech at relatively slow rates, compared to speech at
relatively fast rates.
Generalization of Perceptual Learning: A Speech-Specific Process?
Despite the absence of a contrastive effect of relative rate, the paradigm used in
Experiment 1 is, nonetheless, useful to study generalization of perceptual learning.
Perceptual learning at an average rate was more likely to generalize to a similar target
rate (i.e., relatively slow rate), compared to a less-similar target rate (i.e., relatively fast
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rate). The difference in comprehension between the two target rates provides a measure
of generalization of perceptual learning, and this measure may be used in testing which
features of the non-target speech were critical for generalization to occur. Experiment 3
adopted this logic, and tested whether exposure to temporal information at non-target
rates was sufficient for generalization of perceptual learning to a similar target rate, by
noise vocoding non-target speech into 1 spectral channel.
Exposure to temporal information at non-target rates was not sufficient for
generalization of perceptual learning. In particular, despite testing the same rates as
Experiment 1, comprehension was the same between the similar target rate (i.e.,
relatively slow rate) and the less-similar target rate (i.e., relatively fast rate). Temporal
information is, however, necessary for generalization of perceptual learning.
Monolingual listeners, for example, generalized perceptual learning of time-compressed
speech from a foreign language to a native language; however, this effect only occurred
when the foreign and native languages were rhythmically similar (Mehler et al., 1993;
Pallier et al., 1998; Sebastian-Galles et al., 2000). In this case, rhythmic information was
necessary for generalization of perceptual learning.
The results of Experiment 3, by extension, support the interpretation that speechspecific processing, as opposed to general-auditory processing, governed generalization
of perceptual learning. For clarification, general-auditory processing refer to neural
processes within auditory brain regions that respond to several classes of sound; speechspecific processing refer to neural processes within brain regions that respond selectively
to speech sounds (Chan et al., 2014; Mesgarani et al., 2014). Non-target speech
presumably recruited general-auditory processes, given that noise vocoding eliminated
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many of their speech-like features; in contrast, at some level of processing, target speech
was more likely to recruit speech-specific processes. It is possible that this neural
separation occurred at a critical stage that prevented generalization of perceptual learning,
and generalization relied on non-target speech and target speech to recruit similar speechspecific processes.
In Experiment 3, comprehension was similar between both target rates (i.e.,
relatively slow 35%, relatively fast 35%), which was interpreted as a lack of
generalization of perceptual learning from non-target rates to a more similar target rate
(i.e., relatively slow 35%); however, note that perceptual learning occurred at both target
rates. It seems likely that exposure to target rates facilitates this learning; however, it is
possible that perceptual learning at one or both target rates actually reflects generalization
of perceptual learning from non-speech non-target rates – an interpretation consistent
with a general-auditory processing account.
Perceptual learning of time-compressed speech occurs rapidly, such that exposure
to as few as 10 to 20 sentences significantly improves comprehension; however,
perceptual learning occurs much more slowly when time-compressed sentences are
severely degraded (Adank & Janse, 2009; Dupoux & Green, 1997; Golomb, Peelle, &
Wingfield, 2007). It should be noted, then, that non-target sentences were severely
degraded in Experiment 3, given they were noise vocoded into 1 spectral channel. This
heeds warning against a speech-specific processing account, because perceptual learning
at non-target rates – including its generalization to target rates – may have required much
more exposure to non-target sentences than was provided. In support of a general-
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auditory processing account, generalization of perceptual learning may have occurred had
there been sufficient exposure to non-target sentences.
In Experiment 3, participants were asked to perform a sentence comprehension
task on non-target sentences that were completely incomprehensible – as well as lacking
much resemblance to speech. The purpose of using the comprehension task was to have
participants attend to non-target sentences, and to maintain as much similarity between
Experiments 1 and 3 as possible. It is possible, however, that participants quickly realized
the comprehension task was nearly impossible during non-target sentences, which may
have disrupted generalization of perceptual learning to target rates. Perhaps, for example,
participants disengaged attention during non-target trials. It is worth mentioning that, in
previous studies, performing a comprehension task on time-compressed
incomprehensible speech did not disrupt generalization of perceptual learning to timecompressed comprehensible speech (Pallier et al., 1998; Sebastian-Galles et al., 2000).
Therefore, able performance on a comprehension task with non-target speech does not
appear to be necessary for generalization of perceptual learning to time-compressed
target speech.
Neural Correlates of Speech Comprehension
Speech comprehension is thought to rely on entrainment of neural activity within
auditory cortex to low-frequency amplitude changes in speech, and entrainment may
explain an effect of contextual speech rate on perception of small units of speech – as
reviewed in the Introduction (Ding & Simon, 2014; Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Peelle &
Davis, 2012; Schroeder et al., 2008). Neural entrainment may also explain many of the
behavioral observations reported here. Consider the effect of relative rate reported in
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Experiment 1, which may reflect either a contrastive effect or perceptual learning. A
neural entrainment model assumes that, for both accounts, neural activity adapted to the
average rate during each block, so as to optimize entrainment at this rate (Baese-Berk et
al., 2014; McAuley & Miller, 2007). According to a contrastive effect account,
adaptation to the slow average rate caused neural activity to under sample the relatively
fast rate, which manifested as poorer comprehension. On the other hand, according to a
perceptual learning account, entrainment to an average rate was more likely to generalize
to similar rates. In particular, entrainment to the fast average rate (i.e., 30%) was more
likely to generalize to the relatively slow rate (i.e., 35%), compared to generalization
from the slow average rate (i.e., 78%) to the relatively fast rate (i.e., 35%). As a result,
comprehension was better at the relatively slow rate than it was at the relatively fast rate.
Summary
In summary, the results do not favor a contrastive effect of phonetic context on
sentence comprehension, a large unit of speech. The paradigm described here was,
however, useful to study generalization of perceptual learning. In particular, it was
inferred that speech-specific processing governs generalization of perceptual learning.
Many of the interpretations suggested here, however, remain speculation, and warrant
further investigation.
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APPENDIX A
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Each trial consisted of a spoken meaningful sentence with the final word
spliced out at zero crossing. Each sentence was followed by a printed word, displayed on
a computer screen directly in front of participants, which was either the original or not the
original ending to the spoken sentence. For example, the spoken sentence, “A pencil with
black lead writes…” was be followed by “best” printed on the computer screen.
Participants responded whether the printed word was the original ending to the spoken
sentence (as in the above example), was not the original ending, or if they did not know.
Figure 2. Sentences were presented in two blocks of trials, which differed in their
average speech rate. Comprehension at the 35% rate was better during the fast context
block (solid lines) than during the slow context block (dashed lines). This difference was
negligible during the first half of each block (blue), and did not emerge until the second
half of each block (red). Error bars based on within-subject confidence intervals (Loftus
& Masson, 1994).
Figure 3. Based on this account, comprehension at the 35% rate was better during the fast
context block, compared to comprehension during the slow context block, because of the
similarity of the 35% rate to the average speech rate during the fast context block.
Figure 4. Results of pilot experiment. The difference in comprehension between the 30%
and 35% rate was similar to the difference between the 35% and 40% rate. Error bars
based on within-subject confidence intervals (Loftus & Masson, 1994).
Figure 5. Comprehension at the 35% rate was similar during the fast context and slow
context blocks. Comprehension improved, for all speech rates, from the early to the late
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block phases. Error bars based on within-subject confidence intervals (Loftus & Masson,
1994).
Figure 6. The amplitude envelope of the example sentence, “The young girl gave no
clear…” is plotted when the sentence was in its original form (solid line) and when the
sentence was noise vocoded (dashed line). Both sentences were modified to 30% of their
original durations. Importantly, despite large differences in intelligibility, the two
sentences shared similar amplitude envelopes. Amplitude envelopes were extracted and
plotted using the ‘Draw Intensity Contour’ function in Praat.
Figure 7. Comprehension at the 35% rate was similar during the fast context and slow
context blocks, and improved from the early to the late block phases. Error bars based on
within-subject confidence intervals (Loftus & Masson, 1994).
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APPENDIX B
FIGURES

Figure 1. Basic stimulus design.
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Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1.
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Figure 3. Perceptual learning account of the effect of relative rate.
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Figure 4. Results of pilot experiment.
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Figure 5. Results of Experiment 2.
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Figure 6. Original versus noise-vocoded amplitude envelope.
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Figure 7. Results of Experiment 3.
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